The role of voice in making the Smart Home, *Wicked Smart*
The Smart Home has arrived.
The role of voice

Voice has now become a primary interface to control smart devices in the home.
Where are we in the evolution of voice actually making the Smart Home... *Smart*?

Not so smart

One Dimensional. One Space. Impersonal.

Sort of smart

Wicked smart
Getting to “wicked smart”

- Omnipresence
- Interoperability
- Personalized
Omnipresent

Voice should be **all around us**, built into the fabric of the household.
Interoperable

A truly intelligent IoT ecosystem is one that works in harmony. Voice helps all of these “things” work together seamlessly.

Order Domino’s for the game tonight for 10 people and put the house into party mode.
Personalized

Voice should know who you are, and adapt to your particular style.

Hi Jill, your first appointment is in two hours, the Celtics beat the Bulls, and you have several emails that came in overnight marked with high priority. I'll start your morning playlist.
The more omnipresent and interoperable things are, the more intuitive they become... and the more we use them, the more they learn and the more intelligent and personalized they become.
Making it happen
Thank you